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What have we learned?
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Summary
As the health care industry is facing many challenges and is undergoing extensive change, telemedicine is in the position to address these challenges and be an important part of health care’s development. Telemedicine has been used for approximately a half century, in which researchers have explored the different technologies utilized, clinical outcomes, cost benefits, perceptions, and adoption challenges of its use. This paper reviews and summarizes these findings and presents possible future research endeavors. Examining what is known about telemedicine can aid in the development of innovative, sustainable and beneficial health technologies that could positively impact health care delivery and outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Telemedicine – the use of telecommunications technology to provide health care over a distance – was first documented in the late 1950’s when a Nebraska psychiatrist connected to a prison over 150 miles away using closed circuit television to provide mental health services to the inmates [1]. Now the utilization of telecommunications technologies is practiced worldwide in virtually every specialty and is becoming more ubiquitous through use of consumer personal electronics [2-4]. Over the years, there have been different terms utilized to describe this practice. The term telehealth was developed to include healthcare and specialties such as nursing, mental health and nutrition that do not always provide clinical services. Cybermedicine and e-health are also commonly used terms, but typically describe health care delivered through the Internet [5]. This paper, consistent with Maheu, Whitten, and Allen’s [6] definition, uses the term telemedicine to encompass the provision of health care services, clinical information, and education in all specialties over a variety of technologies including the Internet, mobile phones and electronic medical records. Telemedicine is continuing to grow due to the expansion of broadband infrastructures and the reduction of technology costs. The use of technology in a health care setting is also gaining increasing recognition and use in managing the changing state of health care and its many challenges.

While telemedicine can assist in augmenting, improving access to, and improving the quality of care, it is not a silver bullet. Close to fifty years of research can elucidate what is known, but it also points to areas in which further inquiry is needed. This paper is intended to provide a framework of understanding for those interested in or currently researching this field. First, the methodology utilized in this review is discussed, followed by an overview of telemedicine technologies and a summary of past telemedicine research, and lastly, avenues for future research are highlighted.

2. Methodology

A literature review was conducted to attain the articles referenced within this paper. Researchers searched the online databases of PubMed and Web of Science. Keywords used included "telemedicine and clinical outcomes", “telemedicine and health outcomes”, “telemedicine cost”, “telemedicine cost-effectiveness”, “telemedicine patient perceptions”, “telemedicine provider perceptions”, “telemedicine patient satisfaction”, “telemedicine provider satisfaction”, “telemedicine adoption”, and “telemedicine utilization". In each of these searches, telemedicine was also replaced with “telehealth” to account for variation in language used. From the articles retrieved, those relevant to this paper were included, with a focus on recent research to ensure the conclusions made were up-to-date. Additionally, care was taken to ensure that selected articles encompassed research performed both in the United States and internationally in order to provide a broad perspective on the use of telemedicine.

3. Telemedicine Solutions

In the past, telemedicine technologies have been separated into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous telecommunication solutions. However, current technologies are converging, allowing an application to be both interactive and real-time, while also storing data for future use and review. This section will highlight some of these telemedicine technologies, their uses, and future possibilities in health care.

3.1 Synchronous technologies

The first technologies utilized in telemedicine were synchronous, through a system of cameras and televisions; psychiatrist visits were performed in real-time spanning a geographic distance of over 100 miles [1]. This type of consultation, which can use videoconferencing technology through mobile units, desktop units, or videophones, is still in regular use today and can also include the use of additional peripheral equipment to better enhance the medical care. Some examples of these pe-
ripherals include (tele)stethoscopes, (tele)otoscopes, and (tele)dermascopes, allowing the far-side physician to examine the patient effectively. Today one of the most popular applications for telemedicine through videoconferencing is telepsychiatry [7]. Some other examples of synchronous telemedicine applications include pediatric emergency consults [8], diagnosis and treatment of strokes [9], telediagnosis[10] and teledermatology [11]. This use of technology can potentially save the patient time and improve their access to care and quality of life. While synchronous technology is often what is imagined when thinking about telemedicine, there are also many applications that are asynchronous.

3.2 Asynchronous Technology

The use of asynchronous, or store-and-forward, technologies for health care is increasingly widespread, especially in image transfer and remote monitoring of chronic conditions [12]. This type of technology allows the patient image (e.g., mammogram, MRI) or data to be recorded at one point in time and viewed by a specialist or other health care provider at another time and location. Through technological advances, such as improved broadband infrastructure, high-definition viewing monitors, and high electronic storage capacities, the transfer of digital images is growing and changing the radiology field [13].

A store-and-forward application that is growing in popularity is remote monitoring or home-telecare. This allows patients to upload specific health readings, such as blood pressure, weight, and glucose readings, from their home to their health care provider over a phone line or Internet connection [14]. Many remote monitoring systems can flag and alert health providers, caretakers, and patients if a reading is out of the patient’s normal range [15]. Remote monitoring has had a significant impact on the hospital re-admittance rate, specifically emergency department admittance, of patients with congestive heart failure (CHF) [16]. Remote monitoring of CHF patients can alert both the health care providers and individuals of an impending episode and prevent an emergency incident before it happens [16-17]. As chronic diseases are becoming more prevalent, remote monitoring can provide an important platform for disease management and encourage prevention behaviors.

3.3 The Future of Health Technologies

The current technologic solutions appear to be heading toward a hybrid of synchronous and asynchronous methods of delivering health care in the future. As many telecommunication applications are converging, it is becoming more difficult to have a strict definition of the types of technology. This paper hopes to broaden the view of telemedicine and expand it through use of new technologies and innovative solutions. For example, exploratory research has suggested that an automated mobile phone text messaging system provides a dynamic, interactive platform for the patient to manage their health and also stores the information for the provider to view at a later time [18]. Another new trend many scientists are working on is the development and testing of types of wireless “smart” sensors for monitoring the health status of individuals. These sensors are non-invasive or minimally invasive and provide real-time monitoring of patient vitals, such as heart rate, blood pressure, falls, temperature, perspiration and blood glucose [19]. Some examples of these sensors include a “smart band-aid,” digital pills, and clothing that is embedded with nano sensors [20]. While these sensors may be shifting the way that health care is delivered, they first must be assessed for data accuracy and quality assurance. Sriram and colleagues [21] suggest that there are three components that determine the complete accuracy and data quality of sensors: sensor factors, human factors and system architecture. Technology will continue to be an important tool for health care delivery, as past research has suggested that hospitals that are more “wired” have a better customer satisfaction rating [22].
4. Past Telemedicine Research

To date, research regarding telemedicine has provided valuable data on its uses, outcomes and costs. As each country has specific health, policy and structural issues it is difficult to generalize the data from one country to another, however, there seem to be some common trends that emerge throughout telemedicine research [23]. Many of the systematic reviews cited are examining telemedicine interventions worldwide. These have examined the clinical outcomes, cost benefits, perceptions and satisfaction of providers and patients, as well as the adoption of telemedicine.

4.1 Clinical Outcomes

A plethora of research has attempted to document the effectiveness of telemedicine across a wide range of disciplines. Positive clinical effects have been found for heart disease and psychiatric conditions, with observed improvements in medication compliance, heart failure outcomes, and hospital re-admission or emergency visits [24]. Another broad meta-analysis of telemental health applications for a wide variety of disorders determined 83% of the surveyed articles demonstrated clinically successful or potentially successful outcomes [25]. Successful use of telemedicine in terms of clinical and administrative outcomes was documented for child psychiatry, treatment of depression, panic/phobias, and other disorders [25-26]. However, there are many limitations to telemedicine studies that have been conducted, which make it difficult to truly assess these outcomes, including small sample size and lack of randomization. Collecting comparable data seems to present some difficulties in assessing a change in health outcomes. For example, a meta-analysis of home telehealth demonstrated an overall moderate, positive, and significant effect on clinical outcomes [24], but it is difficult to know if this was due to more attention being paid to patients by the health care providers. A systematic review of telemedicine in Asian countries found there was very little use of control groups, which makes it difficult to understand its role in health outcomes [26-27].

Some research has sought to demonstrate the equivalence between telemedicine care and traditional care, however, further research still needs to be conducted [24]. Studies have reported cognitive behavior therapy [28-30], epilepsy [31], and minor injuries care [32] via telemedicine are equal to traditional care. These non-significant differences are key in establishing that the provision of care through the use of telemedicine has no effect on the clinical outcomes and can be just as beneficial. Nevertheless, while attempting to demonstrate equivalence in telemedicine interventions, it is important to note that not all studies have been able to achieve this goal [33].

4.2 Cost-Effectiveness

Evidence for the cost-effectiveness of telemedicine is mixed, and many authors conclude there is not sufficient data to determine the true economic impact [e.g., 34-35]. One review of the telehomecare literature concluded that cost-effectiveness analysis has increased in recent years, although it is hard to synthesize due to a lack of consistency across economic indicators used [36]. A systematic review of cost-effectiveness in telemedicine interventions conducted in 2002 indicated there was no solid evidence that telemedicine provides a cost-effective solution for delivering health care [37]. This review determined that 83% of the articles provided a basic cost information; 29% examined the type of utilization that would be necessary to be more cost-effective than traditional care, and none of them addressed the issue at the level of detail necessary to answer that question; and lastly, none of the articles performed a sensitivity analysis, which is needed when reviewing cost benefit [37]. A study examining only Asian telemedicine programs found similar results [27]. However, Rojas and Gagnon [36] performed a telehomecare literature review in 2007, which determined that 91% of the articles they analyzed established that the evaluated programs were cost-effective. Many articles that posit cost-effectiveness analysis tend to be limited by small sample sizes and evaluations performed over a short period of time [27, 36, 38]. In order to fully demonstrate cost-benefit, the telemedicine interventions should include larger sample sizes, economic sensitivity analysis and longitudinal data [38].
4.3 Patient and Provider Perceptions

A great deal of research has established high patient satisfaction with a variety of care received via telemedicine [10, 17, 39]. Patients the world over have reported satisfaction with various telemedicine programs, in countries like Italy [40], Scotland [41], South Korea [42], India [43], and Finland [44]. After experiencing a telemedicine visit, these patients have reported they would use this type of technology again [45]. However, this is not always the case, as some studies have shown that patients are not always satisfied with telemedicine, often due to problems they experience with operating the technology [46-48].

Research has also demonstrated overall satisfaction among health care providers and that their general acceptance of the technology is positive, if not high [49-50]. Studies have indicated that providers have positive perceptions about the delivery of care through telemedicine [10], believe that telemedicine helped to improve their own skills [51], and would use it again [45]. Although it generally takes physicians longer to be satisfied with the technology, their satisfaction improves greatly over time and use [52]. Conversely, some studies have documented that not all health care providers are satisfied with telemedicine [53-54].

4.4 Adoption and Utilization

Telemedicine is flourishing globally, as it is next to impossible to count the number of programs that employ some form of it. Still, it is generally agreed that actual use of the technology by providers remains disappointing in the broad context of health care [55-56]. Providers have been called the “gatekeepers” of telemedicine [48], and many barriers have been cited that discourage use, such as perceptions of risk [57], unclear payment procedures, fears of technology failings [58], and licensure/credentialing and liability issues [59]. However, some research indicates that even when many of these barriers are accounted for, providers may still be reluctant to utilize telemedicine [59]. Because many telemedicine programs are located in rural areas, additional barriers may present themselves, such as a lack of technical staff, technology costs, inadequate broadband infrastructure, as well as uncertainties about costs [60, 55, 61].

Whitten and Holtz [59] state about future costs that in order to address provider barriers, certain steps should be taken when implementing telemedicine programs, such as: seeking to understand the interrelationship between technology use, work context, and the negotiation of work roles for each telemedicine application; determining how to support changes in work routines; gaining leadership involvement; and exploring the proper alignment of incentives. Other researchers have recommended additional education and training for health care providers [62], involving key stakeholders early and attaining champions [63], piloting programs on a small scale, evaluating past telemedicine interventions, and ensuring that technology is convenient, easy to use and accessible [64].

5. Future Research

There are still many issues that need to be addressed through research in the coming years; this section will provide possible future research trends, such as organizational issues, use of consumer electronics, and the potential impact of social media on telemedicine.

5.1 Organizational Issues

One of the main challenges with installing and deploying any type of telemedicine application is the nature of the health system itself. Within any health system, it may be extremely difficult to change work processes and perceptions of telemedicine. Organizations that are developing or operating a telemedicine program may often face many internal challenges. A study that examined existing U.S. telemedicine programs indicated that these are most successful when they are formally structured, innovative, and work to improve patient care [65-66]. Due to the disparate health system in the U.S., there are unique challenges when developing a telemedicine protocol that includes patients being seen by different providers, scheduling, and reimbursement issues. However, many of these
recommendations can be applied to any program, as it requires an examination of the individual characteristics of each organization.

Perhaps because of the slow implementation and high costs of large-scale technological deployments, many are beginning to explore the use of consumer electronics to monitor individuals’ health.

5.2 Consumer electronics

A growing trend in telemedicine and health care in general is the use of consumer electronics to monitor, store and communicate in new ways regarding an individual’s health. These new consumer technologies include web-based personal health records (PHR), MP3 players, mobile phones, and social media applications. For example, GoogleHealth and Microsoft HealthVault allow an individual to input their own health data, check for allergy alerts, manage prescriptions, and store test results. Other personal devices have been developed, such as the Nike+ iPod sportkit. This device can track runs/walks, goals, and progress.

Currently, it seems some of the most popular electronics used in health are mobile phones and social media applications. Mobile phones are quickly becoming ubiquitous in the United States and have been extremely popular in many parts of the world for several years. Numerous health care providers and researchers believe that mobile phones can be an excellent tool for health interventions, as they can provide a targeted and interactive platform. The popular nature of mobile phones worldwide has facilitated many health interventions and applications. For example, mobile phones have been used in the areas of asthma, diabetes, weight/nutrition, smoking cessation, sexual health information, medication and appointment reminders [67]. In diabetes management, mobile technologies have been utilized in many ways, such as: SMS (text messaging) applications used to provide information, record blood-glucose readings, and provide feedback [68-70]; a mobile phone with a blood-glucose tester integrated onto the battery pack of a phone [71]; a study that employed a cable connecting the phone to a diabetes blood glucose tester [72]; and equipping the phone and tester with Bluetooth® technology [73]. These studies mainly explored patient compliance, acceptance and satisfaction, all of which were rated highly. A recent literature review of telemedicine delivered via mobile phones found evidence of positive effects on asthma symptoms, stress levels, and smoking cessation outcomes [67]. However, most of these studies had small sample sizes, suggesting additional research with larger sample sizes and control groups are necessary to determine the true effects.

5.3 Social Media in Health

As technology is shifting social media may be considered to be a tool in telemedicine (or e-health). In recent years, the use of social media has exploded. Social media is a form of instant and interactive mediated communication that is developed, edited, and utilized by individuals through the Internet and is facilitated by Web 2.0. Social media facilitates the transformation of information from a monologue to a dialogue [74-75]. Some of the most popular examples of social media include Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, YouTube, Second Life, Wikipedia, and podcasts. The increase in social media use has created a need for researchers to study this communication phenomenon, especially in the health arena. Thus far, the majority of studies exploring social media in health are not focused on developing interventions; instead, they examine already-occurring activities. These activities could augment and extend current telemedicine technologies and include disaster alerts and response, diabetes management, biomedical device capture and reporting, and post-discharge patient follow-up care, to name a few [76]. Social media is offering an avenue that has the potential to change the very paradigm of health care delivery and access. A challenge and criticism of using social media platforms for health has been the difficulty in establishing resource and information credibility of the authors of content.

While technology use in health care is exploding, its place in organizations, long-term effects, outcomes, reimbursement, and privacy issues still needs to be explored.
6. Conclusion

Before advancing telemedicine research and its use in a way that moves the medical practice and research arena forward, it is important to examine what is already known. Telemedicine has a fifty-year history and, as technology is evolving and the health care system will most likely be changing dramatically, it is key to recognize what has been successful in the past. The utilization of technology in the health system has been slow, but continued adoption of telemedicine does show promise to address significant barriers occurring in the health setting. Some promising areas of research include examining new technologies and how they can improve access and quality, as well as their societal implications. Previous telemedicine research has been reported to provide similar (and sometimes improved) clinical outcomes compared to traditional care, and has also demonstrated some cost savings. In these next fifty years, it will be important to understand and provide solutions to the current perceived barriers to the use of new telecommunication technologies in health care. It is our hope that this paper will encourage and propel the field of telemedicine research by providing a framework of past research and findings along with highlighting some new opportunities for innovative research.
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